Homework Cover Sheet - Homework number  ____

This cover sheet should be filled out for every homework set turned in, and STAPLED to your homework! Homework turned in without this cover sheet will NOT be graded.

Last (Family) Name (PRINT CLEARLY): __________________________________________

First Name (PRINT CLEARLY): __________________________________________

ID Number: __________________________________________

Students may discuss homework problems with other students taking the course, with the TAs, and with the instructor. Students may use their class notes, textbook and all material on the course web page. No other resources may be used (such as previous homework solutions). The work that you turn in should always be your own write-up, and you should show that you personally understand everything that you write. Any suspected instance of academic dishonesty will be reported to the Academic Judiciary and be subjected to the maximum possible penalty permitted under University guidelines.

Signature:
________________________________________